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SEND YOUR CHILD TO COLLEGE FOR FREE
Financial Strategies for Full Scholarships
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ABOUT THE BOOK
Sending your child to college is possible. It starts with a plan, a strategy, and a willingness to work the plan. Whether you are a college graduate or not, there is a need to be ready and set for what it takes to qualify your child and prepare them for the future. Jill Bulluck is an author, mastermind, and life coach who uses her experience to inspire others to achieve their goals. Her book, "Parents Send Your Child to College for Free," offers practical strategies that anyone can implement to make college affordable. Jill Bulluck shares her insights and experiences to empower parents to create a successful college fund for their children. She emphasizes the importance of planning early and taking actions to make college tuition a manageable expense. Her book is a valuable resource for parents who want to ensure their children have access to higher education without incurring debt.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Website: www.jillbulluck.com
Email: info@jillbulluck.com

PUBLISHYOURGIFT.COM
(888) 949-6228
@PUBLISHYOURGIFT
Mother's Heartfelt Words

I mentioned him to my child for quite some time. I was impressed by him from the short amount of being in his presence.

To my child I conveyed that the meaning of "I love you" is singular, defining that it’s you and no one else.

If you have been abused, he will be there standing, assisting one in self-healing, understanding the extent of your heart's fear.

He would be willing to wait for you and you only in order to display that he is not as those who hurt you or shared your heart.

To represent himself as a man of God, realizing that women in the weakest vessels would make his presence known in necessary to repay you. Not taking her for granted just to think of himself as well as his own flesh.

Considering all his actions to be Christ like, or should he be questioning himself?

Does he have the true love as Christ when He gave His only son?

Should he be questioning himself if it is of assuming that she fell in love with him and cares in pain?
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Grace I trust my heart with thoughts in mind and

Heartfelt the moment to question at my back

I stand among no ocean to find the best

In search the Deaf

With God's loving, heart's question

Don't be left in tears forever

Before you/IP, my heart is now full of love.

Pain within, I forever my loving full alive.

My heart in search to take me home

When and why, you will forever have my soul.

Women I love, and women I will love.

Feelings I will exhibit this now every sense.

In search the Deaf will promise the now

Without words understanding will promise the now.

I realize a way for a moment, a way

Shower with love forever mine and every sense of guilt

Grace the light to my spirit once the blind

Family Man

I love and devotion laid this to be at heart.

Wandering care everywhere with you.

No hope for your happiness ever so sure.

Feelings understanding, I will forever be in love.

The man to be despising that he lived each empty day.

Love was heartbreak heart and eyes one single day.

In the air the moment

Changing our way never.

Is the real? These days
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VERNENSA BLACKWELL

The Grief Helpline
Restoring Your Joy After Experiencing a Personal Loss

VERNESSA BLACKWELL is a veteran, author, and certified grief support and joy restoration coach. She earned her master’s in business administration at Bentley University, and during her twenty-three-year career in the military, she served in numerous positions in the human resources arena. The loss of more than four hundred military personnel and civilian collaborators during her time in the military solidified her purpose. Her journey to become a certified grief support and joy restoration coach led her to her heartfelt mission to help others heal and remember the beautiful life of someone you once loved.

VERNENSA has consulted several bestselling books, including Oprah’s Thrive and Dr. Phil’s Live Life with Passion: How to Live a Happy and Fulfilling Life. She has been featured in several magazines, including Yoga Journal and Women’s Health. She has written several articles on grief, as well as several books, including her memoir, The Grief Helpline. She enjoys traveling and spending time with her children, Darianne and Tali, and her rescue parrots, Athena, Karenina, Alexia, Davina, and Kali, Terrance Jr., and Kendra.

The road to recovery after the loss of a loved one can seem hopeless and endless. As no stranger to tragedy, author Vernessa Blackwell understands the paralyzing effects that can be seen the death of loved ones. For many years, when Vernessa lost her best friend to cancer, she struggled with the loss of her best friend. She was overwhelmed by the emotions and memories, and the pain was unbearable, as she searched for hope and a way to heal. With her book, Vernessa inspires you to journey on your own grief recovery journey and joy restoration with faith, gratitude, values, purpose, and challenges, as she walks you through the five stages of grief: shock and denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance.

A place of healing may seem unattainable at times, but if you speak to God and learn to face your grief, you will restore your joy.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
 VernessaBlackwell.com

www.Griefhelpline.com

BOOK PROMOS & MEDIA BUNDLES
MEME GRAPHICS

Have you grown accustomed to saying “I’m okay” and having long, hard crying spells at home? This could be a sign that you need to speak to a coach or counselor.

— Vernessa Blackwell, Bestselling Author of The Grief Helpline
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VERNESSA BLACKWELL

CONTACT INFORMATION
Email: vernessa@griefhelpline.coach
Phone: 240-270-1522

facebook GriefHelpline
twitter @GriefCoach

www.Griefhelpline.coach
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